▶ Covers all aspects of the theory and practice of fuzzy optimization and decision making in the presence of uncertainty. ▶ Examines theoretical, empirical, and experimental work related to fuzzy modeling and associated mathematics, solution methods, and systems. ▶ Publishes papers in the following areas: modeling, theoretical developments, algorithmic developments, systems development and applications.
Please note, we are currently updating the 2018 Journal Metrics.
Fuzzy Optimization and Decision
Making covers all aspects of the theory and practice of fuzzy optimization and decision making in the presence of uncertainty. It examines theoretical, empirical, and experimental work related to fuzzy modeling and associated mathematics, solution methods, and systems. The journal publishes papers in the following areas: modeling, theoretical developments, algorithmic developments, systems development and applications.
This journal promotes research and the development of fuzzy technology and softcomputing methodologies to enhance our ability to address complicated optimization and decision making problems involving non-probabilistic uncertainty. It helps foster the understanding, development, and practice of fuzzy technologies for solving economic, engineering, management, and societal problems. The journal provides a forum for authors and readers in the fields of business, economics, engineering, mathematics, management science, operations research, and systems. 
